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Who’s here?



Raises & Retention



Reasons to Quit



Human Needs

Maslow Tony Robbins



Payment

● Salary / hourly
● Commission
● Bonuses
● Profit share
● Stocks / options

Benefits

● Health insurance
● 401k / retirement
● Vacation
● Gear
● Training

GROWTH

Benefits & Comp Models



Milestones
A Milestone is a set of skills with well-defined, 
objective acceptance criteria that determine 
completion that shows growth in the individual, 
make a team more cross-functional, and adds 
value to the organization.

● Measurable
● Self-guided
● Dependent / Independent



Cross-Functionality



Ladder → Journey



Design a Journey



DESIGN A JOURNEY

Step 1: Inspiration
● Choose a role 

○ With most employees

○ Lowest retention rate

● Pick 3 most valuable employees in that role

● List their traits / skills / special sauce

○ Technical & soft skills

What are they doing that makes them so 

special? 

○ What knowledge do they have?

○ Everybody is different/individual but use 

them as inspiration



Inspiration Example

Describing the ideal QA: 
● She is a good QA and can catch bugs before we release to production.
● Helps identify risks before implementation.
● Can tell when QA is going to be complex.
● Communicative during refinement.



DESIGN A JOURNEY

Step 2: Grouping
● Organize descriptions shared during the 

“Inspiration” step
● Remove duplicated ideas and expand more 

on existing ones
● Group together all the descriptions that are 

similar and give them a category name
○ A category name will help you 

visualize the type of knowledge and 
skills this role needs. 

○ Examples of categories are: people 
skills, excel skills, communication, 
data science.



DESIGN A JOURNEY

Step 3: Modeling
● Turn the created descriptions into traits:

○ Skills or knowledge that the person 
needs to obtain

● Define attributes for the traits
○ Objective and specific tasks the 

person would have to do to 
demonstrate

○ Examples: finishing a course or 
performing specific tasks

● Consider background of the person / role



Modeling Example

From: 
She is a good QA and can catch bugs before we 
release to production.

To: 
● Knows about the overall flow of the system
● Understands how the feature will affect different 

parts of the system
● Creates a test plan based on the 

requirements/user stories
● Follows the test plan before there is a release
● Creates bugs and suggests prioritization based 

on the recurrence and areas being affected



We can’t go from 0 to 100 in one step so let’s make sure we 
build a path to become a rockstar. This will make the milestones 
achievable and relevant to people at different stages of their 
career.

Separate the attributes you created into different levels. Start 
simple like Basic, Intermediate, Pro.
Some will have versions that fall in different levels and others 
will just fall into one level. 

DESIGN A JOURNEY

Step 4: Make it a Path



From: To:

- Knows about the overall flow of the 
system

- Understands how the feature will affect 
different parts of the system

- Creates and uses predefined test data
- Collects data from different tools and 

recurring issues
- Creates bugs and suggests prioritization 

based on the recurrence and areas being 
affected

Basic
- Knows about the overall flow of the 

system
- Understands how the feature will affect 

different parts of the system
Intermediate

- Collects data from different tools and 
recurring issues

Pro
- Creates and uses predefined test data
- Creates bugs and suggests prioritization 

based on the recurrence and areas being 
affected

Path Example



● Follow S.M.A.R.(T.)
● How are you going to validate that this person has 

achieved a level? 
● Include a way you can measure or each of the attributes 

or knowledge.
● Be creative and try to use different tools and techniques
● Identify goals
● Identify attributes that can be split into more levels

○ Increments of the measurement 

DESIGN A JOURNEY

Step 5: Make it 
Measurable



Attribute Validation or measurement

- Knows about the overall flow of the system
- Understands how the feature will affect 

different parts of the system

- Creates test cases based on the feature the team 
will work on

- Shares the test cases with developers so they can 
use them to test while developing

- All stories have a link to test cases

- Collects data from different tools and 
recurring issues

- All Sentry errors are marked as reviewed and with 
a solution

- Creates bugs and suggests prioritization 
based on the recurrence and areas being 
affected

- Jira board has bugs
- These bugs have a priority and a link to the Sentry 

error

- Creates and uses predefined test data - 95% Test cases and test scenarios include the 
data that will be used.

- Can share the test data with other team members.

Measurable Example



DESIGN A JOURNEY

Step 6: Defining 
Prerequisites

● The goal is to look at each milestone you have 
created and identify dependencies

○ Which milestones requires other milestones 
to be completed before that one 

○ Previous milestones will help acquire 
necessary skills or knowledge

● Help understand needs to be done beforehand



DESIGN A JOURNEY

Step 7: Approvals 
and Distribution

● Get approval from the right person(s) in your 
organization (CEO, human resources, lead of the 
role you are defining) 

●  Share milestones with the group of people that 
will benefit

● It’s important that the milestones are visible and 
easy to access to everyone since this will help 
people be more accountable for their own growth. 



Descentralize &
Empower

● Invite all to design your next ideal role
● Leverage input from those closest to the 

roles
● Use team members, not only HR
● Add real skin in the game with profit share or 

similar ownership opportunities
● It helps avoid bottlenecks when creating 

new milestones
● Leverages the full brain power of your 

organization.



Check-ins



Hiring & Offers











Sign up
waystones.io

Beta
app.waystones.io

Thanks!
Reach out

tsl.io 
info@tsl.io 
dh@tsl.io 

Apply
silverlogic.bamboohr.com/jobs

to: careers@tsl.io & cc: dh@tsl.io 
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